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Abstract The transport properties and differential conduc-
tance of the heterostructures constructed by (5,5) single wall
carbon nanotube (SWCNT) and (5,5) single wall boron
nitride nanotube (SWBNNT) are investigated using density
functional theory in combination with non-equilibrium
Green’s functions. We find that the transmission conduc-
tance of (5,5) BN/C nanotube heterostructure is not only
continually depressed as the BNNT region increases but also
the drop of the conductance is uniform in the energy win-
dow (−1.43 eV, 1 eV), which leads to linear I–V dependence
for the systems when the bias is within this energy range.
Moreover, the differential conductance linearly decreases
when n≤3 but exponentially decreases when n≥3 for
(5,5)(BN)n/C heterostructure. Such tunable differential con-
ductance of (5,5) BN/C nanotube heterostructure mainly
derives from the blockage of the transport channels induced
by the semiconductive BN segment.
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Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are important potential materials
for future molecular and nano electronics, because of their

excellent electronic and optical properties [1, 2]. So far,
many prototypic devices based on CNTs have been realized,
such as field-effect transistors, rectifiers, single-electron
transistors, sensor and random access memory [3–8]. As
its sister low dimensional system, boron nitride nanotubes
(BNNTs) [9] also draw great attention due to their potential
applications in nano-electronics and opto-electronics. Be-
cause their electronic properties depend much less on the
specific nanotube geometry than their counterpart CNTs
[10, 11], BNNTs are more amenable than CNTs to applica-
tions in electronics and opto-electronics. Subsequent to the
discovery of CNTs and BNNTs, the hybrid systems of CNTs
and BNNTs attract increasing interests due to their novel
electronic properties and potential applications in nano-
technology. The hybrid nanotube provides us with not only
a reliable and economical way to achieve nanotube
herterojunctions for rectifying diodes, light emitting diodes
and transistors but also an effective method to manipulate
the electronic structures of nanotubes.

Using arc discharge [12, 13], laser ablation [14, 15], and
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [16], homogeneous BCN
composition or phase separated BN and C layers have been
successfully prepared. Moreover, using CVD method Liao et
al. [17] directly synthesize massive BCN/C nanotube junc-
tions and they found that the BCN/C nanotube junctions show
a typical rectifying diode behavior hoping to achieve a variety
of applications in electronic and optoelectronic device. Using
ab initio calculations, Meunier et al. [18] showed that BN/C
heterostructured nanotubes can be used for effective band-
offset nanodevice engineering, polarization-based devices,
and robust field emitters with an efficiency enhanced by up
to two orders of magnitude over carbon nanotube systems.
Using the average bond energy method, Liu et al. [19] found
that the valence and conduction band offsets of the hetero-
junction formed by (8, 0) CNT and BNNT are 1.83 and
0.79 eV. Fan et al. [20] not only found the dependence of
the band offsets of (9, 0) and (10, 0) BN/C heterostructured
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nanotubes on the charge redistribution but also predicted that
such heterostructured nanotubes have remarkably enhanced
field-emission properties. The tunable bandgap and stability
are also shown in hybrid nanotubes rolling from GNRs and
BNNRs by ab initio calculations [21, 22]. Blase et al. [23]
found that the junctions between GNRs and BNNRs are
energetically stable and their electronic characteristics are
largely independent of the radius, helicity, multiplicity, or
degree of perfection of the constituting nanotubes. Moreover,
they predicted that a true metal/insulator junction could be
used as a Schottky barrier. Khalfoun et al. [24] demonstrated
that a BN pair exhibits a transparency behavior for conduction
electron and that the localization phenomenon is recovered
when B and N atoms are no longer adjacent. They also found
that the conduction plateau has quasi-linear decrease as the
BN domains increase. Fan et al. [25] reported that the interface
states and steplike static potential profile appear in the band
gaps of (5,5) BN/C nanotube heterostructures. Such interface
states and potential profile will influence the transport prop-
erties. However, how the transport properties of (5,5) BN/C
nanotube heterostructure depend on the size of the segment of
BN is still an open question. To this end, we study the
dependence of the transport properties and differential con-
ductance of (5,5) BN/C nanotube heterostructure on the size
of the BN segment using density functional theory in combi-
nation with non-equilibrium Green’s functions. We find that
the transmission conductance of (5,5) BN/C nanotube
heterostructure is continually and uniformly depressed in the
energy window (−1.43 eV, 1 eV) as the BNNT region in-
creases. Moreover, the differential conductance linearly de-
creases when n≤3 but exponentially decreases when n≥3 for
(5,5)(BN)n/C heterostructure.

Computational details

To obtain the optimized structure, the Vienna ab initio simu-
lation package (VASP) [26, 27] is adopted, which is based on
the density-functional theory (DFT) within the framework of
projected augmented wave (PAW) [28, 29] and the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) version of the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) [30]. A plane-wave basis set with the
kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV is employed. In geometry
optimization, the atoms are fully relaxed until the residual
force is less than 0.01 eV Å−1 and the total energies are
converged to 10−5 eV. The one-dimensional (1D) irreducible
Brillouin zone is represented by Gamma centered Monkhorst-
Pack special k-point mesh of 1×1×7. We consider the
supercell that contains 9 unit cell (U.C.) along the axis of
SWCNT (5,5) (containing 180 atoms for perfect nanotube).
The BN dimer rings are gradually substituted carbon dimer
ring in the center of the supercell. In our supercell, the mini-
mum distance between two neighbor images is taken as more

than 10 Å so that the interaction between the nearest tubes is
negligible. We perform the quantum transport calculations by
using the Atomistix ToolKit (ATK) package [31, 32], which is
based on the real-space, nonequilibrium Green’s function
formalism and DFT. The double-plus ζ polarization numerical
orbital basis set is chosen for all atoms. The exchange and
correlation potential are also approximated by GGAwith PBE
functional [30]. The mesh cutoff is set to 150 Ry and the
convergence of total energies is set to 10−5 Ry. Transport
occurs in the z direction and periodic boundary conditions
are assumed in the plane perpendicular to current, i.e., the
system extends infinitely along the x and y directions. In
present work, we focus on the intrinsic transport property of
(5,5) BN/C nanotube heterostructure. Therefore, following
previous theoretical works [33, 34] we use the “transparent”
carbon nanotube electrodes to eliminate the influence of
hetero-contact. In our model, left and right semi-infinite elec-
trodes are the perfect SWCNT (5,5) with 2 U.C. (40 carbon
atoms), and the central region consists of over 10 U.C. made
up of the (5,5) BN/C nanotube heterostructure. Figure 1
represents the two-probe schematic diagrams of (5,5)
BN/C nanotube heterostructure with three BN dimer
rings. We have tested the compatibility of the combina-
tion of the two different methods. The transmission
spectra of the heterostructures relaxed by either VASP
or ATK show the same characteristics. Thus, we com-
bine the efficient aspects of both methods, namely,
using VASP to relax the structures and ATK to obtain
their transport properties. All the computational param-
eters used in our present work are optimized.

Results and discussion

In the present work, we focus on the dependence of the
transport properties of (5,5) BN/C nanotube heterostructure
on the size of BN dimer rings. We construct the
heterostructure by gradually substituting the BN dimer rings
into SWCNT (5,5). The heterostructures are denoted as
(5,5)(BN)n/C, where n is the number of the BN dimer rings.
The structure of (5,5)(BN)3/C is shown in Fig. 1. All opti-
mized heterostructures have smooth interfaces due to the
bond match between BNNTs and CNTs. To evaluate the

Fig. 1 Schematic description of the two probe system of (5,5) BN/C
nanotube heterostructure with 3 BN dimer rings
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stability of the heterostructures, the Gibbs free energy of
formation δG is used, which is defined as [35]:

dG ¼ EBN=C totð Þ � cCμC � cBNμBN ; ð1Þ

where E(tot) is the cohesive energy per atom of the
heterostructures with different compositions, χi is the molar
fraction of atom i (i=C,BN) in the structure satisfying
χC+χBN=1, and μi is the chemical potential of each con-
stituent atoms. We choose μC and μBN as the cohesive
energies per atom of a SWCNT (5,5) and BNNT (5,5),
respectively. Our calculated δG is 0.45∼0.52 eV per bond
of the interfaces. Because the Gibbs free energy of the
formation δG is dependent on the molar fraction of the
system, our results based on the supercell with 9 unit cell
agree with previous predication [25].

Based on the optimized (5,5)(BN)n/C nanotube
heterostructures, we calculate the transmission spectrum of

the heterostructures and the results are shown in Fig. 2(a).
The transmission spectra of the pristine SWCNT (5,5) is
also included here for comparison purpose. As for the pris-
tine SWCNT (5,5), the transmission conductance has a
platform with 2G0 within the energy window of (−1.4,
1.1) eV, which agrees well with previous studies. When
the BN dimer rings are introduced into SWCNT (5,5)

a b
Fig. 2 Dependence of
transmission spectra (a) and I–
V curves (b) of (5,5)(BN)n/C
nanotube heterostructures on
the size of BN dimer rings

Fig. 3 Differential conductance of (5,5)(BN)n/C in function of the size
of the BN dimer rings

Fig. 4 Distribution of the LDOS at the Fermi level for (5,5)(BN)n/C
heterostructures
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forming the heterostructure, the transmission conductance
platform around the Fermi level is severely depressed. In-
terestingly, the energy window of the platform of the
(5,5)(BN)n/C heterostructures around the Fermi level re-
mains as that of SWCNT (5,5). The transmission conduc-
tance at Fermi level of (5,5)(BN)n/C is reduced from 2G0 to
1.25G0, 0.55G0, 0.22G0, 0.09G0, 0.03G0, and 0.01G0 as n
increases from 0 to 6 with step 1. Such decrease is derived
from the tunneling effect of the conduction electron of CNT
through a wider and wider barrier forming by the
semiconductive BN dimer rings. The reduction of the trans-
mission conductance of the (5,5)(BN)1/C nanotube
heterostructures in comparison with that of pristine SWCNT
(5,5) is similar to the results of BN codoped SWCNT (5,5)
[24] when BN co-doping domain forms a complete ring.
When the number of the BN dimer rings is larger than 6 a
transmission gap of 2.5 eV appears.

To evaluate the transport properties of (5,5)nBN/C nano-
tube heterostructures in function of the BN dimer rings under
un-equilibrium condition, we calculate the I–V curve of the
systems as shown in Fig. 2(b). When the bias is within
(0, 0.9)V, the I–V curves of all the systems show well linear
characteristics. This indicates that the barrier of the
heterostructures is very stable under the external bias. Such
stability is derived from the platform of the transmission
conductance around the Fermi level. Our results indicate that
the (5,5)(BN)n/C nanotube heterostructures can be potential
tunable resistors for nanoelectronics. To quantitatively show
such nature, we calculate the differential conductance of the
heterostructures based on the I–V curves as shown in Fig. 3.
The results indicate that the differential conductance of
(5,5)(BN)n/C nanotube heterostructures decreases linearly
when the size of the BN ring is smaller than 4. While the size
of the BN ring is larger than 2 the differential conductance
exponentially decays as the the size of the BN segment in-
creases. As indicated by Fan et al. [25], the CNT states decay
rapidly within one atomic layer in BN segment of the interface
of (5,5)(BN)n/C nanotube heterostructures. The charge redis-
tribution in the region near the interfaces set up build-in
electric field, resulting in steplike static potential profiles in
(5,5) BN/C nanotube heterostructures. When the size of the
BN rings is less than 4, the barrier of the BN segment gradually
increases with the increase of the size of the BN ring, resulting
in the linear decay of the differential conductance. When the
size of the BN ring is larger than 3, a complete barrier in the
BN segment is formed and the barrier becomes wider with the
increase of the BN ring. The transmission of the conduction
electrons of CNT through such barrier follows the rule of
tunneling effect through a quasi-square barrier, resulting in
the exponential decay of the differential conductance.

In order to clearly show the depression mechanism of the
differential conductance of (5,5)(BN)n/C heterostructures
with the increase in the BN segment, we calculated the local

density of states (LDOS) at the Fermi level for all the
heterostructures, as shown in Fig. 4. The LDOS qualitative-
ly represents the distribution of transport channels at real
space. We find that when n≤3 the LDOS quasi-continuously
distributes along the nano heterostructures; and the LDOS
around the BN segment decays gradually with the increase
in the size of BN ring. Such distribution characteristics of
the LDOS produce the differential conductance decreases
linearly with the increase in the size of BN segment when
n≤3. When the BN ring is larger than 3, the LDOS is totally
separated by the BN segment. The electronic states around
the Fermi level can not contribute to effective transport
channels. The transmission of the conduction electrons orig-
inates from the tunneling. The possibility of transmission
follows the rule of tunneling effect resulting in the exponen-
tial decay of the differential conductance with the increase in
the size of the BN segment.

The discovery and large-scale synthesis of CNTs and
BNNTs have attracted enormous attention due to their poten-
tial applications in future nanotechnology. Inspired by the
comparability of atomic configuration between CNTs and
BNNTs as well as the huge differences in their electronic
properties, many nanotubes with different stoichiometries of
B, N and C elements (BNCNTs) have been not only theoret-
ically investigated but also successfully synthesized [12–16].
One of the most important merits of such hybrid BNCNTs for
application in nanodevices is that their band structures can be
modulated by changing their atomic composition and config-
uration. Althogh the nanotube heterostructures with sharp
interface studied in our present work are hardly realized in
the present experimental stage, the model and the results
obtained from it are hoped to be a useful physical reference
for further study of BNCNTs.

Conclusions

Using density functional theory in combination with non-
equilibrium Green’s functions, we find that the transport
properties of (5,5)(BN)n/C nanotube heterostructures can
be continually and uniformly modulated by the the size of
BN segment. Through modulating the size of the BN seg-
ment, the differential conductance of (5,5)(BN)n/C nanotube
heterostructures linearly decreases when n≤3 but exponen-
tially decreases when n≥3. Such transport characteristics
mainly derive from the blockage of the transport channels
induced by the semiconductive BN segment.
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